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sprint: -sprint speed buffed from 1.3x to 1.4x, still infinite -sprint no longer cancels as you use dash -running speed still reduces to your sprint speed if you haven't used dash within last minute. running speed also increases when you use dash after using sprint for more than 1 second. -holding down sprint button will let you perform a dash as soon as
you jump up, this is useful for giving your teammates time to move. smoking: -total smoking buffed from 1.5x to 1.8x, still infinite -increased rate of picking up smokes, from 1 unit every 30 seconds to 1 unit every 5 seconds -snipers will now pick up smokes faster, from 1 unit every 30 seconds to 1 unit every 2 seconds god dam, this is one sick trick. i
recently got my hands on this, and i really like it. i sure as hell don't like the fact that sombra can regen her health without even visiting a hacked health pack station, but its still useful. i wish i had this before hexakill vibs are really bad, but i think its better for playability than if they didn't exist. the gun sounds great though! i am not an expert on
airsoft guns, but i have had some experience with high powered guns. especially when you have a group with some serious people (gets the amateur, professional, and pro players). this gun sounds like it would be killer for this. but on a serious note, i think its a great gun. sombras are known as great assassin's, and this gun sounds like a great way to
handle those. i really like the video just because it shows you a badass sombra hack, and that's the whole point.
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Scavenger, although important to her play style is less essential once more ammo is added. Whereas a typical team would have one Scavenger to support a successful kill and help against AI-bashing, the new player can have several picks and support for a lengthy time by getting shields and a hacksite they can respawn at will. Scavenger is a very
versatile class, allowing her to pull off a lot of the same techniques as the rest of the class. Since the weapon is only pseudo-one handed, the Scavenger can effectively do the same things as the Rogue with a utility knife, only without a secondary with which to do it. As such, she can play the supporting role of any one of the other classes with

surprising accuracy. It is important to note, that as the weapons can be fired independently, and only one of the weapons is active at a time, Scavenger can combo-up a hack with a primary weapon, using her primary weapon as a secondary at the same time. This is one of her signature strategies, making her hard to counter if she likes to pick off
baddies. Scavenger's health regeneration is mostly unaffected by adrenaline, but it is boosted by the Hack. The usefulness of the Hack and Scavenger lie mostly in how they synergize with each other. Scavenger's heavy weapon wears off the first hack, and as such, she always knows where her Hack is located. Hack is a one handed pistol that is usable

for the full range of effects, but also as a key for several stealth and sniper techniques. Hack can be customized with several attachments to change the weapon's effectiveness, including silencers and different ammo types, allowing more versatility as a weapon. 5ec8ef588b
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